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How the Church Tells Time 

 

These are outline notes only:  Interactive with children and congregation as a whole: 

Begin with saying Happy New Year - ? strange thing to say 
Church tells time differently – more about that soon – why the graphic in 
Connections page 2 reproduced above has 3 hands 
 
What is time? – sometimes people think of time as being like a line = Chronological 
time (from one of 2 Greek words for time Chronos). I wonder what that would look 
like? Ah1 What this – begin to pull a piece of golden cord which was hidden in hand 
through finger tips – This first bit is new like a beginning/being born but as pull more 
out it becomes old and the part near fingers is now the new/beginnning 
Golden cord/ribbon – beginning becomes old so like an ending and ending is new 
part so like a beginning Do you know what the church did? They tied the ending that 
was like a beginning and the beginning that was like an ending together so that we 
would always remember that for every ending there is a beginning and for every 
beginning there is an ending. 
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Church time circular no beginning and end – focus on significance of what happens – 
content of time that matters not its duration = Kairos time. Kairos is the 2nd Greek 
word for time  
 
What is important in terms of time is not when something happens - that’s Chronos 
time but the significance of what is happening - this is Kairos time. 
 
Way Church tells time graphic – 3 hands for the 3 great times Christmas (single white 
piece in graphic), Easter (first white of row of 7 white), Pentecost (red block after 
row of white) – each of them revealing to us something of the mystery and wonder of 
God’s love we need time to get close to these mysteries – time for getting ready for 
the mystery of Christmas is Advent – time for getting ready for the mystery of Easter 
is called Lent. Lent longer than advent because Easter is an even greater mystery than 
Christmas. Easter is so great it keeps on going you can’t just keep Easter for one 
Sunday.  It overflows and goes on for 6 more Sundays it makes a season the season 
of Easter The season of Easter is also the time for getting ready for Pentecost. Look at 
the circle of the Church’s year – church tells time by colours as well as by clocks. 3 
great times Christmas, Easter and Pentecost preparation seasons Lent and advent are 
purple. Easter season white, Green great growing Sundays of the Year between 
Christmas and Lent and after Pentecost until Advent. Its all here everything we need. 
For every beginning there is an ending and for every ending there is a beginning it 
goes on and on for ever and ever – just likes God’s love.  
 
Way Church tells time is focused around Jesus – there is a timelessness about it in a 
chronological sense.  I spoke earlier about 2 Greek words for time – important one is 
Kairos. So Jesus at the beginning of his ministry in Marks Gospel says, “the right 
time (Kairos) has come. The kingdom of God is near repent and believe in the 
Gospel.”  In the New Testament the whole story of God‘s salvation in Christ is bound 
up with God’s Kairos - God’s right, established and decisive time. So Jesus in giving 
instructions to his disciples about getting the Passover ready says, “go to a certain 
man in the city and tell him the teacher says my time (= Kairos) has come.  It is the 
time of God’s favour and so for the early Christian community “Now” and “Today” 
become tremendously important. For today is the acceptable time of God’s favour. 
Now is the day of our salvation. It is what we do with our time that is important.  
Whether we recognise the Kairos of the hour. 
 
As Christians we celebrate because “now” is God’s time. Today is the day of our 
salvation.  The focus is not on the past, on the year that has gone nor is it really on the 
future, the year that is yet to be, but on the present. Now, today is what matters. 
God’s present.  I mean present in both senses of the word.  The eternal now and also 
God’s gift.  For every moment of everyday is God’s gift to us.  What is important is 
how we fill each moment, each hour, each day.  We are called to share in showing 
forth the mystery, the wonder of God’s love in Christ, of making known the Christ 
event.  Which is not a past event, but ever present. That’s the other thing about God’s 
Kairos; it operates outside the normal boundaries of Chronos time.  There is a 
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timelessness about God and God’s reaching out to us in love and reconciliation. 
 
We are to fill our Chronos time with love, with peace, with justice, with celebration.  
With time for God and each other and for helping to make the world reflect God’s 
love and justice and peace.  This may mean we need to adjust our lives a little, to get 
the balance right.  So that our living and our loving better reflect the priorities we 
know deep within ourselves we need to have.  So often, for so many of us we feel our 
lives are out of control, that we don’t have the time for the things, the people we 
really feel are important.  What better time to pause, take stock and make the 
appropriate adjustments then as we enter a new church year and journey in faith into 
God’s future. Into God’s Kairos. 
 

______________________________ 


